
We are a subsidiary of a trusted ISO 9001 certified
technology-driven manufacturer; a reputable industry
leader in South-East Asia offering state-of-the-art 
integrated security identification solutions worldwide.

Whether customers are looking to outsource the daily
flow of ID card badge requests or looking to combine
multiple technology platforms onto one card, we have 
the expertise and speed to get the job done. 

We offer industry expertise and comprehensive
suite of services to help customers address every
aspect of their card-based secure identity solutions.

We offer wide range of cards which from non-technical 
cards with visual security features to multi-technology, 
chip-based smart cards.

Our Bureau Printing Service provides the perfect solution
for organisations who cannot warrant the purchase and
management of an in-house system to produce photo
ID cards.

Our services covers A-Z of ID card design from scanning,
encoding, image capture, and project management, in 
fact, everyting need for the production of high quality cards.

Photo ID Cards can be used solely for ID and membership
purposes or we can produce a multi-function card compatible
with most access control and time attendance systems.

Full Colour Photo Identification Cards (Thermal Printing Technology)
PHOTO IDENTIFICATION AT AN AFFORTABLE PRICE. NO MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITI REQUIRED.

Sample Design:

Full or Single Colour Membership Cards

About Us Types of ID Card Designs Loyalty Membership Cards

Bureau Printing Service

Whether your requirement is for small quantities or many
thousands, we have both the capacity and experience to
provide a professional, reliable service with three-day
production turn-around, and high quality cards produced
on new generation high definition printers.

If your company requires us to print your ID cards,, you can email to 
pid_sales@elid.com or pid_printing@elid.com, and let us know;

1. The quantity required
2. The details required to be printed on the card - i.e. full name,, employee no.,
    position etc.
3. Whether signature strip or embossing of card is required
4. Whether you wish to take advantage of our free design service...

You can send the details via email, in a CD or completing an application form.
Just Remember to enclose your company’s lettherhead to verify... It’s that simple!

Our Photo Identification cards are produced
on modern state-of-the-art printers using the
best quality PVC and thermograph materials
available. We decided from the beginning that
we would only use the best materials, and
produce only top quality work.

Your design can be simply reproduced on to
the card

Just send us your artwork in EPS, GIFT, JPEG,
Windows Bitmap or even design it in Word.

This can be sent to us by email or posted on
a floppy disc or CD-ROM. Drawings are
acceptable, but please make sure the lines
and artwork are bold and clear. You don’t
need to worry about the size of the file (the
bigger the better) all artwork will be re-sized
bu us. This ensures clear crisp outlines on
your finished product.

Email us if you have any questions, or 
require a quote.

Sample Design:

Sample Design:


